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ABSTRACT

One of the important actions in reducing the Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emission is by

monitoring it. GHG Inventory is one of the waysto record all related data regarding

the GHG emission. It is important for a country to record GHG Inventories. Research

Officers (RO) from Pusat TenagaMalaysia (PTM) is responsible for the process in

Malaysia. A system is to be study and developedand it has its own objectives; the

ability for the whole system to assist the Research officers in doing the GHG

Inventory research and managing the data and information. The Research Officers

will be able to record data for the GHG Inventory for more than one baseyear, they

can monitor and update the data for any changes and then the system will help them

in producing any relevant reports required for the research. The system will also be

able to help a new user with no experience in GHG Inventory to do the work as

guidance and the information are given to the users. The objectives are definedfrom

the problem occurred in the current system usedby the RO in the organization. The

data and information for GHG Inventory cannot be recorded dynamically, and the

process is complicated which requires more time, cost and other resources. This

study has been utilizing computer technology to ease in managing the data and

information in GHG Inventory. The system was developed by using the phased

development methodology which will breaks the overall system into a series of

versions that are developed sequentially. Many findings have been made and new

ideas are implemented to improve the system.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of the study

Temperatures aroundthe world are, on average, going up. If no steps taken into action to

stop this from happening, the global temperature will rise. The main cause of global

warming is the emission of what are called"greenhouse gases" (GHGs). GHGconsist of

carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide.

One of the important actions to reduce the GHG emission is to monitor them. GHG

Inventory is one of the ways to record all related data regarding the GHG emission. It is

important for a country to record GHG Inventories. TheDatais thenbeing analyzed and

submitted to the NRE (Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment) and to the

"Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change" (IPCC).

Pusat Tenaga Malaysia is an independent and non-profit company devoted to energy

research in Malaysia. One of the divisions in the company is the "Policy Analysis and

ResearchManagement" (PARM). PARM is responsible for recordingall data.

Currently, the ROs in PARM are using a spreadsheet provided by the IPCC to record the

GHG data. They also provide several materials for guideline and standards that being

followed in recording the GHG Inventory.

Basically, the overall view of this study is to provide the solution for managing the data

and researches related to the GHG Inventory specifically in Malaysia. Knowing the

importance of controlling our activitiesthat mightaffect our environment, steps has been

taken in addressing the problem. One of them is Malaysia's commitment in recording



the GHG Inventory under the Kyoto Protocols. However Malaysia is still new with the

process and activities. The numbers of people who have the related knowledge to

manage the GHG Inventory processes are limited which is the PTM Research Officers

(RO).

There are two types of ROs for the recording GHG Inventory. The first type comprises

of expert ROs who are familiar with the GHG Inventory processes. These are the ROs

who serve in PARM. The other is the non-expert ROs. They have little or no knowledge

about the GHG Inventory process as they are from other research department in PTM.

But from time to time, they do help the expert ROs in the research process.

In this study, the research in GHG Inventory includes monitoring, analyzing and to

produce related reports about the GHG Inventory data. The GHG Research Assistant

System is developed to fulfill the ROs requirements. The system is designed to ease the

ROs to do their Research process by using familiar interfaces and systems.



1.2 Problem Statement

1.2.1 Problem Identification

Currently, the ROs in PARM are using a spreadsheet providedby the IPCC to record the

GHG data. They also provide several materials for guideline and standards that we are

going to follow in recording the GHG Inventory. However, the ROs are complaining

that the spreadsheet has several limitations.

One of the main limitations of the spreadsheet is that it could only record data for one

year. They cannot enterdatafor 2 ormore years. In orderto record nextyear's data, they

would have to make another copy of the spreadsheet. The spreadsheet is also

complicated and it was hard to enterdata. It is hard to find a particular fuel type in the

spreadsheet. If the particular fuel type is found, the userhas the tendency to do a simple

error like putting a data in the wrongcell in the spreadsheet. The interfacefor the current

system is also very hard to understand. Sometimes, the RO do not know whether they

are doing the correct procedure in entering data. They have to openthe IPCC guidelines

for reference each time they encountered any problems.

The number of ROs in PTM is limited andthey are theexpert on GHG Inventory. If this

person is on leave or not available, the process is going to be delayedand it would affect

the time management and cost of a project.

Furthermore, PTM's Chief Executive Officer (CEO) needs to be updated with the GHG

Inventory report. He needs to forecast the emission in the future.



1.2.2 Significance of the Project

The project and the study itself would probably address the problems that have been

identified which are the limitations of the spreadsheet and the complicated research

process. Each problem will be solved using the system. The system is basically aimed to

help the RO to do their research using the rninimum input for the maximum output. The

time, cost and other related resources such as man-power, and references are the inputs

and the reports and findings are the outputs.

The project is going to demonstrate the ability of the new system developed by fully

utilizing the main Microsoft products and other plug-in systems that are currently being

used in the company to help the GHG Inventory Research process.

1.3 Objective and Scope of the Study

1.3.1 Relevancy of the Project

As an overview, the main objective of the study is to develop and introduce a new

system, which can assist the ROs to do their GHG Inventory research and manage the

data and information. The system will reduce the complexity of the process of managing

the GHG Inventory research and information management.

Other expected results would help in Human Resource Management as it will guide the

non experts to aid the experts to fulfill their tasks. The person in charge of doing the

GHG Inventory Research and Information Management can be a non-expert ROs. The

system can guide this type of user to follow a step by step instruction and it is fully

understandable even if the user have no knowledge about the GHG Inventory process.

The scope of the study is primarily to improve the current GHG Inventory process. The

workflow of the system is designed to help the user. This will save time and money in

doing the GHG Inventory research processes. The system is suitable for Malaysian GHG



Inventory from the energy sector only. In Malaysia, the energy sectors contribute more

GHG emission than the other sectors.

The system will help to store and manage the data collected by the RO. These data can

be for different years and this will make the data more recognizable. Previously, the RO

have to make another copy of the spreadsheet as a template and store it in a different

file. They tend to forget where the files are kept and new users do not know how the

files are managed.

The system will also help to ease the RO's research activities even if they do not have

any experience in GHG Inventory. The system will have its own guide to assist the user

for doing the research. This includes the step by step guide, the related formulas, and

other relevant information for the research. The info is referring to the IPCC guidelines.

The system will help the RO to forecast the trend for the actual C02 emission in the

short coming future. This is done by plotting the data that has been collected into a

graph. The graph that will be displayedwill help the RO to identifythe potentialtrend of

the GHG emission in the future.

With all of the guides that the system can provide to the user, this will help to reduce the

time to do the data collecting activities and do the research. The non-expert RO can

learn quickly and get the job done. It does not require any training as the system will

help the user on how to use the system. The user interface is improved from the present

spreadsheet that is being used. The relevant reference can also be accessed from the

system.



1.3.2 Feasibility of the Project within the Scope and Time Frame

From what being observed and analysed, this project is able to be completedthroughout

the given semesters. From here it couldbe seen that, the available time frame (Refer to

Appendix I) could be spend towards integrating the software, rather than in focusing

upon the issue of configuration. Most of the time would be needed in focusing uponthe

problems which couldbe occurring from the datagivenand the issueof integration. But

completion has been achieved.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY

The aim of the study is to introduce a new system that can assist the ROs to use GHG

Inventory and utilize the outcome for their research. Another aim of this study and

project itself is to reduce the complexity of GHG Inventory informationmanagement. If

the complexity of the process is reduced, the cost and the time that are going to be spent

on the yearly research could also be reduced. Other expected results would be from the

Human Resource Management point of view. The person in charge of doing the GHG

Inventory Research and InformationManagement can be a non-expertRO by using the

system.

The current System uses the tools provided by the IPCC. However, not all of the

methods are relevant to the research that is being done in Malaysia. The Reference that

is being used now, the Revised 1996 IPCC Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas

Inventories, is created to suit all countries in the world. So the information in the

guidelines is created to suit any possibilities but some of the methods cannot be done in

Malaysia.

The current tool is not equipped with the related information on how to conduct the

GHG Inventory related work and cannot help the users to identify the trend of the GHG

emission in the future.

A database on GHG emission factors with supporting scientific information would also

support the future review.



"In response to this need, the Technical Support Unit (TSU) of the IPCC National

Greenhouse Gas Inventories Programme (IPCC-NGGIP) has developed an emission

factor database (EFDB). The primary goal of the EFDB is to grow towards a recognized

library, where users can retrieve and submit emission factors and other parameters with

background documentation that can be used for estimating GHG emissions in national

inventories." (Magino, p.l)

The EFDB currently provides a web-based platform for submission and retrieval of new

emission factor and parameter data, as well as an intermittently released CD ROM

version of the database. An EFDB Editorial Board has also been established with the

objective of ensuring all emission factors and other parameters contained in the EFDB

are technically sound according to pre-defined criteria.

The primary goal of the EFDB is to become a recognized library of well-documented

emission factors and other parameters to estimate emissions ofdirect greenhouse gases.

However, this information is designed suitable for the European countries. If the

Malaysian ROs would want to use the reference, it requires time to understand which

information is needed that suite for local GHG Inventory work and activities. However,

the EFDB concept of being the library of well-documented emission factors and other

parameters to estimate emissions of directgreenhouse gasescan be usedin this study by

focusing to the related information in Malaysia.

Emco2, an application that collects and analyze of data for carbon dioxide emission

(greenhouse gas emission)has also been developed by Anasoft Inc.

""Fuel consumption data and emission source details are collected by fuel consumers'

through data entry screens. Data for a year and a department can be exported as

automated data entry spreadsheet, populated and imported back in system." (Anasoft

Inc., 2004)



"Various reports can be generated to monitor emission volume and compare source of

emissions by departments, fuel types, fuel sources and emission models. This will

provide enough information for a corporation management to identify critical emission

generators, monitor and evaluate actions for greenhouse gas emission reduction and

promoting energy efficiency projects to deliver comprehensive benefits, including

attractive financial performance" (Anasoft Inc., 2004)

Emco2 only calculates the C02 emission and all source ofdata needed to be input in this

application is not the same in this study. However, the workflow of the application can

be implemented and does help in this study.

This study is not searching for a way to calculate the system or to make a research on

what are the information needed for doing the GHG Inventory, but to find a way on how

to utilize all of the resources to make the process of the GHG Inventory research and

managing the data and information. All of the resources found during this study will be

used in developing the system.



CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY/PROJECT WORK

3.1 Procedure Identification

The methodology chosen for this study and thedevelopment of theapplication is known

as the phased development.

A phased development methodology breaks the overall system into a series of versions

that are developed sequentially. The analysis phase involves with the overall system

concept, users, and system sponsor then categorize the requirements into a series of

versions. The most important fundamental requirements are bundled into the first

version ofthe system. The analysis phase then leads into design and implementation, but

only with the set ofrequirements identified for version 1. (Refer toAppendix 1)

In Version 1 of the system, the main goal is to make sure the system could at least

collect data from the user andthey store them in the database. This is done bydoing the

analysis on the calculation ofthe GHG emission first. This information isobtained both

from the IPCC Guideline andfrom the Spreadsheet. Appendix II shows the interface for

the spreadsheet that is currently being used. This phase of completing version 1 also
include the design for the system. The product would have the functions listed in

Appendix III where the RO can do the monitoring, analysis and reporting about the

GHG Inventory with the system. The data flow diagram of the system is shown in

Appendix IV.
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In version 1, the database and its interface has been developed and designed for storing

the data. After all the design is completed, the system is tested whether it can surely

store the required data. The design will be subject to change in the development process

from one phase to another. However the interface is ready and integrated with the

current database model.

Once version 1 is implemented, work begins on version 2. Version 2 requires more

information about producing the report. The expected reports are in charts and tables

that can present the GHG Inventory data. The reports can be in a form of word

documents or the spreadsheet. So, in the early stage of Version 2 development, most of

the time would be the period of doing the research on what kind of form to produce and

how to produce them.

In the process of getting the required information, along the way, the information is

implemented. This is the designing phasein developing version 2. Designing the system

in Version 2 requires revising the system that has been designed from Version 1. There

will be changes in the overall designwhether from the database design or the interface

and the workflow. Changes would be made in the design of Version 1 or version 2 or

both. After completing all of these processes, the system was again being tested for

implementation. This process involves usability testing on the system and also

conducting interviews with the RO. The RO has given several guidelines to follow for

the system's improvements. The guidelines include additional reading materials and also

a few oftheir latest reports on the GHG related researches.

Version 3 includes the final feature which is the help and information feature. The

system is equipped witha helpfeature which can guide the userthrough almost all of the

process using the system. To complete this feature, additional information is needed and

theyare to be restructured so that it suite the system. If the information is notenough for

the user, the system could at least recommend where to go to search for advance

reference. The design of the interface waschanged for thisadditional feature andfinally,

the system was tested again.

11



The advantage of this kind of methodology is quickly getting a useful system for the

users. The system does not perform all of the functions the users need at first but will

deliver them after the completion.

3.2 Tools

The development of the system will require a number of software and tools as what

would be described as follows;

3.2.1 Software Requirements

The projectwouldbe focusing uponthe mission of fully utilizing the system that

is beingused in PTM and integrate them into a new solution system. Basically,

the software which is needed in completing this particular project would be;

• Microsoft Access (This software would be the database for the system. A

few ofthe Interfaces would be created from this software as well)

• Microsoft Excel (This software would likely to be use for producing the

reports such as spreadsheets and graphicalreports.)

12



CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The Development process involves 3 phases. Each phase hascome up with a prototype

as mentioned in the methodology. This part of the report will be discussing on the

analysis, design andimplementation that involves in all three version of thesystem. This

includes the results of the interview and questionnaires givento the users.

4.1 Phase 1: Version 1 prototype

During the development of the first version of the system, several finding are crucial in

improving it. The analysis part in developing thefirst version involved giving surveys to

the ROs who are going to use the program. From the survey, each person has different

opinion on what is the most important thing that they are going to expect from the

system.

One of the RO put a major concern on the end result which is the outputof the system.

The reporting that are going to be output from the system must follow the guideline

accordingly as the data are very crucial for their research findings. These data are used

to make other reports that are going to be published to public. The RO does not care if

the workflow is very complex as long as they will produce information that meets

certain quality.

Meanwhile, other ROs care about the workflow and the interface of the program. The

spreadsheet that they are using is not easily understandable. They often forget how to

enter the data in the spreadsheet. They suggested that the program's workflow must be

understandable. They requested for the fuel type listed in the spreadsheet to be found

13



easily. The current spreadsheet lists down all possible fuel type even if it is not suitable

for Malaysia.

From the development of the database design of the first version, the system is very

likely to be a complex system which requires many tables link together so that they can

produce the required results. They are carefully designed so that they will meet the

guideline requirements.

Designing the new workflow for version 1 of the system has created a new process in

recording the GHG emission data. This process, however, still refer to the IPCC

guidelines and the spreadsheet. The interface of this system can guide the user to record

specific data that is required. The user can simply find the fuel type, and the system will

lead the user to enter all data step by step. They can also preview the calculation from

their input. The systems guide the user through the process ofdata recording.

Transforming the spreadsheet into this system creates a new interface that can be

understood easily. The fuel type can be easily found and nicely presented in the

interface. The fuel type is aligned according to their categories.

Realizing that not all of the fuel type listed in the guideline and the spreadsheet are used

or suitable for Malaysia, only the fuel type that are suitable are selected to be included in

the database. This is to reduce the complexity of the system and to reduce errors from

user. All of the research processes are according to the guideline given as mentioned

earlier in this report. The process and calculations involved in the research will not be

obsolete at least in the next 8 years.

14
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Figure 4.01: TheMainmenu for GHG Inventory Research Assistant.

Figure 4.01 is the main menu for version 1 of the system. The fuel type is listed in the

main menu so that the users can easily find the fuel type in their category. Once the Fuel

type button is clicked, theuser will beguided bythesystem fordata recording process.
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The Data input form will appear and requires input from user (Figure 4.02). After saving

the record, User can see the calculated results from their input in the data input form.

This is done by clicking at the "Advanced" button. A new form will appear as shown in

Figure 4.03 showing the calculated results.
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After the user interface is ready, the screenshots of the interfaceare givento the user and

they gave feedback. Overall, they are satisfied with the interface but certainthings from

the design have caught their attention and they gavecomments on them. All of them are

not familiar with common terms that IT professional use. They are also not familiar with

the icons for saving, deleting or updating the records. These problems can be solvedby

replacing the icons with words or adding the icon with "tool tips" or "tip text". This

information is useful for designing the next version ofthe system.
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4.2 Phase 2: Version 2 prototype

The main focus in Version 2 prototype is to develop a fully functional system. This

includes generating reports from the data that has been calculated by the systems. The

early stage of development process involves acquiring user requirements from the ROs.

This includes sending them emails and scheduling phone calls to ask them on how do

they want the report to be presented.

Basedon the feedback, they want the report to be straightforward and not all of the fuel

types are required to be on the report. The reason for this is that theywant the report to

be easily customized as a lot of research and other reports require the same data. The

fuel type that are important in the report are the fuel type name, the carbon emission

factor, the apparent consumption of the fuel type, the fraction of carbon oxidized, and

the actual C02 emission which is the main focus ofthis system.

Another kind of report is to see the trendof the overall C02 emission of each year. This

canbe represented bya bargraft. Byhaving this report, the ROcanreview the impact of

the fuel consumption in a year to the overall C02 emission. They can see whether the

C02 emissions are increasing or decreasing.

After acquiring the important information, the development processes continued by

improving the Version 1 prototype and also adding the new feature which is generating

reports from the calculated GHG data. The systems' workflow has been improved by

adding a new interface for the expertuser and the non-expert user. The non expertuser

will use the interface that will guide the user through out the data input process. The

Expert user will use the interface that is straight forward as they are familiar with the

systems. The followings are the newsystem workflow and also the reports generated by

the systems.

18
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Figure 4.04: The GHG Research assistant Systems Main menu.

Figure 4.04 is the main menu for the system. Basically the systems interface has three

tabs which is the "Input" tab where user can input data, the "Reports and graph" tabs

which will have the option to generate reports and graphs, and also the "Data

Forecasting" tab. There are also small help icons that can be found in the interface.

These small icons will prompt a window that will give information and guides for the

user that is not yet familiar with the systems. However, the "data forecasting" tab and

the help icons' functionality was developed in the third phase (In version 3).

This is the "Input" tab where the user will find two buttons. The buttons will bring the

user either to the "Expert User Menu" or the "Novice User Menu". The Expert user

menu has the interface that is straight forward for the users that are familiar with the

system or the Research process. (Refer to Figure 4.05)
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Figure 4.05: The Expert User Menu

In the "ExpertUserMenu", the expertuser can simply selectthe fuel type that they want

to store. This involves only one interface. The Expertuser can save time by using this

interface.

Unlike the "Expert User Menu", the "Novice User Menu" will guide the user for

recording the data. First, the system will allow the userto choose which fuel type that

the user wants to enter the data as shown in Figure 4.06.
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Figure 4.06: The Novice User Menu where the user can choose the fuel type.

From this menu, the user will then click at the fuel type button and this will bring the

user to the input data form as shown in Figure 4.07. The flow of the interface is exactly

the same with the Version 1. There are minor improvements on the design and the layout

of the interface to make it presentable and easier to use.
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Figure 4.07: The NoviceUser Menu's data input form

After the user has input the data for certainyears and fuel types, the user can monitor

and review the results using this systems. They can just click at the "Report and Graphs"

tab. The interface for the tab is shown in Figure 4.08.
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Figure 4.08: Report and Graphs menu

From this menu, the user has an option to preview several types of reports. The reports

that are generated from this system were based on the user requirements that have been

acquired earlier in the development process.

Figure 4.09 shows oneof the reports generated bythe system. In this report, thedatathat

are being displayed are the Fuel type, the Fraction of Carbon Oxidized, and the Actual

C02 emission. This report also displays the sum of the actual C02 emission for each

year as shown in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.09: The report generated from the system
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Figure 4.10: The sum ofactual C02 emission ofa particular year.
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Figure 4.11 shows the reporton the trend of the actual C02 emission for each year. The

data are presentedin a bar chart so that it is easier for the user to see the C02 emission.

They can review if the C02 emissionfor each year is decreasingor increasing.

a CiHG Research Assisianf 5y5fem ." Hejjori ;;

•GHG Kfisaoich Assis

"; , "i emte^ for each rue) type ISemission for every year

ViewReport

J

ViewReport

The help icon

Feel free tod* at the help
icon for more detail
aboutthe systems features
The neb iconwi be
avalabfeatalofthe

MorcuseluBMcs:

Greenhouse Sas Injetttan Data

Kyoto Protocol

i-V^i-J <GFf~rl,tff

Figure 4.11: TheActual C02 emission trendanalysis

Apart from thetypeof reports mentioned earlier, another typeof report is created to help

the RO to generate a report that is in short essay format. Figure 4.12 shows the report

generated from the system. This report canbe exported into a word document format.

The user can simply edit the fonts, the style or even change the sentences to make it

personalized. This will help theROs to complete thereports related to GHG inventory.

Figure 4.13 shows howthe reportcanbe exported into a worddocument and Figure 4.14

is the report mat is in the word document format. Theother reports can alsobe exported

into word document using the same method.
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139575530.929487 (Gg C02).
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Figure 4.12: A short essay type of report generated by the system
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Figure 4.13: How to export the report into word document
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Figure 4.14: The word document generated from thereport.

Usability testing, a questionnaire and a short interview have been conducted with the

user. Theusability testing that is use is the"Cognitive Walkthrough" method.

"The origin of the cognitive walkthrough approach to evaluation is the code

walkthrough familiar insoftware engineering. Walkthroughs require a detailed review of

a sequence ofactions. Inthe code walkthrough, the sequence represents a segment ofthe

program code that is stepped through by the reviewers to check certain characteristics"

(C Lewis, p.5)
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The ROs is given a set of instruction which basically entering data and preview the

report generated by the systems. Based on the results of the walkthrough, the interface is

understandable and the ROs manage to do the instructions given.

A severity rating questionnaire is given to the ROs to get the overview evaluation of the

system.

"Severity ratings can be used to allocate the most resources to fix the most serious

problems and can also provide a rough estimate of the need for additional usability

efforts. If the severity ratings indicate that several disastrous usability problems remain

in an interface, it will probably be unadvisable to release it. But one might decide to go

ahead with the release of a system with several usability problems if they are all judged

as being cosmetic in nature." (J Nielsen, p.l)

All of the systems' function met the requirements. They think that the system is

acceptable as long as it could calculate the data according to the guidelines and generate

the report as they wanted.

Based on the questionnaire, an interview session was conducted. This is to get any

additional information and recommendation that can improve the system. They just want

to see the help feature and also the data forecasting feature in the final product.

As an overview of the Version 2 development process of Version 2 in the system, the

system managed to add another function which is generating the reports. This was the

user requirements acquired in the early stage of the development process. A cognitive

walkthrough, questionnaire and a short interview was conducted to evaluate the system

so that we know it met the requirements and could be improve in Version 3 of the

system.
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4.3 Phase 3: Version 3 prototype (Final product)

The Version 3 prototype focused on the help function and also the data forecasting

feature that was requested by the ROs. The help feature will guide the user through out

the process of using the systems. In the entire interface, there are help icons as shown in

Figure 4.15.

of

:: Usefull informal

The qelp icon

Feel free^click at the help
^^Jcpp^dr more details

aboutthe system's features.
The help icon will be
available at all of the

More usefull links:

Figure 4.15: The Help Icon

These help icons are clickable and placed near the buttons and all features. When the

help icons are clicked, a new special window will appear giving more information about

the features and also screenshots on what will happen if the user clicks a button or enter

any data. This is useful as theuser will notbeafraid to doanything as they areguided by

the system. Figure 4.16 shows one of thehelp windows thatappear when thehelp button

is clicked.
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Figure 4.16: The Help window

The "Data Forecasting" was developed during the Phase 3 development process. This

feature was basically to play with the existing data and look at the results on how the

actual C02 emission of a particular year. For exaipple, the RO can reduce the fuel

consumption on the Crude Oil. Then the RO will take a look at the results and see

whether the C02 emission will increase or decreasd. This feature can also predict the

next year's actual C02 emission by entering the estimated fuel consumption of the

following year. Figure 4.17 shows the interface for the feature.
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Figure 4.17: "Data Forecasting" Interface

From the interface just modify the data and click at the "view results" button to view the

results. Changing the data here will not affect the original data in the database. Figure

4.18 shows the results after clicking the "View results" button. There are two charts. The

first one is the current data in the database. This is the original data. The original data

will be compared with the data in the second chart which uses the data that has been

changed earlier.
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Figure 4.18: Comparison betweenthe currentdata with the forecasted data.

After the development of the system was done, Usability testing, a questionnaire and a

short interview were conducted again. The method was the same but a lot easier as the

ROs have already tested the system in the Phase 2 development process.

The feedback was the systems have met the requirements. However, there a several

errors in the system that they have pointed out. The errors have been fixed after getting

the feedback and the system is now ready.

Phase 3 of the development process is the last phase and it has fulfilled the vital

requirements. Now the system can get data input from the user, calculate the actual C02

emission, generate reports and also guides the user in case the user is a non expert user.

The Version 3 prototype is the final product which is the GHG Research Assistant

Systems.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

5.1 Conclusion

This study is to introduce a new system that can assist the ROs to do their GHG

Inventory research andmanaging the data andinformation as the system canreduce the

complexity of the process. The system will help the user to enter GHG Inventory data,

produce the required reporting and also help the user in the data recording process by

giving them related information and guidelines. The methodology being chosen to be

used through out this study and the development of the application is known as the

phased development. The development ofthe system subdivides the whole project into 3

phases. Each phase will release the first version of the system and the feature of the

system will beadded one byone along with the development process. The development

of version 1 prototype is to complete the system that can store the data. Many findings

have been made and new ideas are implemented to improve the system. The second

version was completed by adding the reporting features. The third version is the final

product and has a help feature and all features in the previous versions. Development

task was planned carefully in the early stage of the development process and theywere

finished according to the time schedule given.

5.2 Recommendations

The system can also beimplemented in a web based system. This canhelp theROs to do

their workevenwhen they are not in their office. The systems' security feature can also

be enhanced by creating a user account for the systems. Other concerns are to include

datarecovery features so thatwecanhave a backup dataifanything wentwrong.
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APPENDIX 11
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The spreadsheet providedby the "Intergovernmental Panel on ClimateChange" (IPCC),

as being used currently.
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APPENDIX HI

GHG Research Assistant
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APPENDIX IV

GHG Research Asisstant System
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